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THREE COST-SHARING PROPOSALS FOR OTEC
PILOT PLANTS UNDER CONSIDERATION BY DOE
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Since mid-summer, interest in OTEC
development has grown rapid Iy. The consistent optimism expressed at the Sixth
OTEC Conference in Washington in Junemade evident by the consensus expressed
by the Working Group Reports (transcripts
of which are concluded in this issue). the
continuing success of Mini-OTEC, the advancement of the energy crisis earlier this
year, avid Congressional attention, the creation of four independent OTEC councils,
and increased exposure in the media - has
been steamrolling OTEC forward. Even the
well-attended Marine Technical Society
conference being held in New Orleans in
October has as its main theme "Ocean
Energy". (continued on Page 6)

SECOND OPEN MEETING
OF OCEAN ENERGY COUNCIL
BRINGS ENTHUSIASTIC TURNOUT
Both attendees and organizers of the
Second Open Meeting of the Ocean Energy
Council were delighted at the enthusiastic
response, with sixty persons showing up at
the Faculty Club of George Washington
University on September 26th. Included
among those present were not only OTEC
contractors, but also Congressional staffers,
DOE and media representatives, and nonOTEC observers.
850 ( !) Energy Bills Before Congress
The agenda included a briefing on Senator Matsunaga's bill as well as other legislative activities, a summary of the OTEC
pilot-plant cost-shar.ing proposal of the
fertilizer industry, a tutorial on commercialization incentives, a review of the Studds
hearings, and the formation of the Council's action committees. The group were
dismayed-and amused-by the announcement by a Congressional staffer that there
are well over 850 different energy bills
pending before Congress resulting in morass, confusion , and intense activity in the
nation's capital.
Of these pending bills, many are pertinent to OTEC implementation, including
several dealing with OTEC's legal and institutional aspects, such as the proposed
amendments to The Merchant Marine Act
of 1936 and various tax incentives. As an
example, the Senate Finance Committee
proposed the following amendment to Senator Danforth's Proposal on an Alternative
Energy Production Tax on September 18th,
and the amendment was approved on that
same day.
For the purpose of computing Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion equivalency, the term "barrel of oil equivalent" (BOE) is a unit expressed in kilowatt hours which equals the amount
of electrical energy produced by a
barrel of oil. BOE is measured at the
point of electrical-power delivery to

(continued on Page 6)
Above is an artist's conception of an OTEC plant as conceived by the Hollandsche Beton
Grouep nv (HBG) of Holland. A study is under way by HBG, with Lockheed as subcontractor, awarded by NOAA on behalf of DOE. This is the first time a non-US firm has
been funded by DOE in OTEC development. Details can be found in our August issue.

UPDATE ON MINI-OTEC
As of late September, Mini-OTEC continued to operate successfully off Hawaii's
Kona Coast. Neither the cold-water pipe
nor biofouling, both areas in which there
was some initial concern, had created any
problems whatsoever, a spokesman for
Mini-OTEC told SOEL.
Governor Ariyoshi visited Mini-OTEC
personally in early September.
Mini-OTEC continued to put out between 9 and 11 kilowatts of net power.
When asked why the projected net of 15
kilowatts was not attained, the spokesman
told SOE L that it could easily be pushed
up to that ("even to 20 kilowatts")' but
there was only a limited amount of equipment aboard -lights, TV, and some instruments-that could utilize the output.
Moreover, SOEL was told that no entrainment of biota was experienced, even
though a filter screen of 1/10th-inch material was used. Nor was there any accumulation of fish in the immediate area.
Operation was expected to continue at
least until mid-October, though a second
phase of testing is currently under consideration.

INDUSTRY HEAT-EXCHANGER
TESTS PLANNED
The Ocean Systems Branch of DOE
plans to invite industry to test heat exchangers on OTEC -1 . Watch the Commerce Business Daily for a Program Opportunity Notice (PON). DOE will fund the
tests, but industry will be responsible for
funding the construction of the heat exchangers themselves.
Scheduled to go to sea in May 1980,
OTEC -1 will also test the performance of
three heat exchangers developed with DOE
funds and suitable for a 10-to-40-megawatt pilot plant :
- a 1- megawatt electric shell-and-tube
heat exchanger, built by TRW and capable
of testing several variatIOns of the shelland-tube design, including smooth and
enhanced tubes;
- an advanced shell-and-tube heat exchanger developed by Westinghouse; and
- a flat-plate heat exchanger amenable
to mass production, developed by Lockheed and Alfa- Laval.

CONTINUATION OF WORKSHOP
REPORTS OF THE SIXTH
OTEC CONFERENCE
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The fitst three Working Group reports
(on ocean engineering, power systems, and
heat exchangers) appeared in the July issue
of SOEL, prior to the publication of the
written reports by the organizers of the
Sixth OTEC Conference. While the written
reports have now been distributed to all
attendees, including most of our readers,
we have decided to continue with the balance, since there are sufficient differences
between the verbal reports given in the
final plenary session and the formal written
reports. Apparently the added spontaneity
inherent in oral presentation provides added
information which might otherwise not be
communicated.
ENVI RONMENT,
RESOURCES, AND SITING
Chairman: Dale Sands
We had about 34 people in attendance,
most of whom had quite a bit of difficulty
zeroing in on how these generic questions
really apply to what we're doing. First we
took the 10/40 MW plant and the coastal
environment near shore; then we considered the possibilities of a land-based plant;
and finally we considered the smaller grazing plant option. The first day we found it
more effective to go through all the questions, and then we broke into small groups
after we had identified most of the major
issues. It was a far more effective way to
define those issues even further, and it
really created enlarged participation.
Going now to the specific questions,
those elements that we perceived to present a risk basically fell into two areas: first
the identification of the most optimum siting locations for each specific type of plant,
and second the acquisition of permits from
the various government or federal and specia I agencies. Going into a little more detail
on the candidate siting location criteria, we
of course thought that many physical constraints are associated with the site-the
least of which, of course, are the delta-T
and its variability; the ocean current speed
and direction; the bottom topography; and
the presence or absence of earthquakes.
Also, the visibility for servicing and potential for collision in shipping lanes.
From a more biological or ecological
system standpoint, we wanted to be sure
to identify any sanctuaries, fishing areas,
and spawning grounds, and the presence of
habitats used by rare or endangered species
in some phase of their life cycle. It's a very
germane issue, but nevertheless we really
need to balance out a number of these
considerations from both an environmental
and an engineering standpoint. If we try,
we at least can plan to put these early
plants in the most ideal setting.
In terms of the permitting cycle, it appea red that we would be quite lucky with
OTEC -1. Nevertheless, because OTEC -1 0
or OTEC-40 will probably have a much
longer life span, we're certainly going to
Solar OCEAN ENERGY

PLEASE NOTE: THESE TRANSCRIPTS
CONTAIN INFORMATION WHICH WAS
NOT INCLUDED IN THE FORMAL
WRITTEN REPORTS
be subjected to more rigorous application
procedures. Foremost on the list will be
the EPA permit process for the discharge
elimination system. This is a very critical
area that we'll try to design, and certainly
will determine whether or not a platform
will be located on the site. This isn't simply
something to test, or show strength of
power. Also, probably within three, five,
or possibly even twenty miles of shore we
might want to get coastal state permits of
some sort, navigational permits, and permits from the Department of Health. Moving further down, the Corps of Engineers,
the Coast Guard, and certainly health and
safety agencies will certainly be concerned.
Also the Bureau of Land Management, the
Geological Survey, NOAA, and probably
several others.
What might we do to make these risks
lower? Well, we might break them up before design initiation. We don't want to
be redundant, but the site selection should
be viewed from an engineering standpoint
as well as from the standpoint of such environmental aspects as the delta-T, resource
stability, capability for that resource, and
limitations of it. Also, we would very much
like to see an EIS or EIA as a minimum
started at a very early date because, inevitably, this will involve field collection data
in addition to historical data. This probably will not be thoroughly adequate, and
will not be a good assessment of the effect
the platform may have over five or ten
years or possibly a 20-year life span.
We did plot a few of these on the graphs
so you can see some of the contingencies.
I don't think we have any real earmarked
time. We tried to take time zero where we
would identify a site from the standpoint
of, as previously mentioned, beginning an
EIA or EIS possibly in a generic sense, and
then refining that as we go along, collecting
data to augment our assessment-which
would require, we feel, at least one year to
do a complete sweep of parameters, declining in scope of effort probably for the
next year, year two and year three to verify
our first year to determine how typical the
conditions were that we did see, and then
continuing with field data collection at a
much reduced level through the construction and deployment phases.
We also feel that the permit cycle, which
will take about six to twelve months, needs
to be started fairly early, but only after design has really been finalized and the bulk
of the EIA/EIS work has been put together. Then, of course, when the platform is
on site, we need to begin a very targetoriented monitoring plan. This will require
information not only for efficiency, but
also because a single plan of this size will
also serve as a light much further down the
line when we're talking much-larger-scale
development. I might add that the same
point is true for OTEC-1. A lot of valuable
Liaison Chicago 60605 Sept~mber 1979
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information can be obtained from the occupation of this platform over the period
that's specified, and then we get an opportunity we really need to take advantage of.
I don't think we will go through all the
issues. We tried to go through the issues
associated with the cold-water intake, the
warm-water intake, and the discharge. The
problem of determining what is th~ most
critical thing really rankled us. This ce~
tainly will appear in the write-up, so I will
save that for then.
Moving on to the mission of the plant,
we feel that it will be an excellent opportunity to verify some of the near and farafield models and physical models that
have been prepared, and you had better
crank those into large-scale development.
This also gives us an opportu~ity to co~pare some initial results with Similar studies
that have been conducted for coastal power
plants. We develop similarities, and then we
extract what we can from what's been done
and go on to really treat the differences.
The discharge will also give us an excellent opportunity to evaluate toxicity, both
through biolastic techniques and by moving out from the laboratory into .the fi~ld
and expanding the amount of available information. Prior to now, this information
really doesn't exist from the tropical and
sub-tropical environment. We will recommend the study of most levels of the food
chain: certainly phytoplankton, micronekton, and the juvenile through adult
stages of fish development. Also, because
of the nature of the discharge, it would be
fairly rich in nutrients, of course, but th.ere
would also be some inorganic materials
that might be dispersed when scrubbing the
tubes. It might also serve as a source of
food for many organisms, particularly fish,
which might just hang out by the end of
the discharge pipe. Also, you'll have nearly
100% entrainment mortality . If there IS
any leaching of any sort, chlorine.certainly,
there is a potential for accumulation of the
fish that aggregate around that outflow.
These would be very well to sample : not
only with respect to survival o~ non-survival, but also for tissue analysIs of some
elements we've been working on.
Finally, we thought biological effects
could be evaluated in some detail because
this probably won't be a very long site occupation. Attraction, again, is one of .the
most constant situations in our recordings
at this time. Maybe 100% mortality from
entrainment is not proper in this case.
Maybe moreso from the cold-water pipe,
where we're going through quite a large
pressu re differentia I; but with warm water
maybe we can get an [unclear] percentage
of survival. Certainly power plants are
charged with minimizing the mortal.ity
from entrainment, and it would provide
.
an opportunity there.
What would we do if we had our way In
changing the emphasis of the pro~ram?
First and foremost would be better information transfer. It's a very high-technology program. Certainly changes a~e occurring on a weekly and monthly basIs. Information is being determined that not only
Solar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison Chicago

Dale Sands, Chairman of the
Environmental Working Group
affects several other parts of the program,
but will particularly influence the environmental aspects of siting. It's really a balanced trade-off between engineering and
environment as we move forward toward
commercialization. And the environmental
issues will take some precedence in managing this resource and seeing that it fulfills its prophecies, so to speak.
One point that was brought out is that
it has been almost sixteen months since the
last OTEC conference . That is a long time .
Fortunately, the proceedings are available
immediately, but as it's been, it's been almost a year before they've come out, and
that's an awfully long time for a program
of this nature.
So now we feel that we should move
toward targeting our studies: our site-specific ocean-data-collection studies; find
candidate locations, possibly by grouping
them into generic categories on the basis of
near-shore environment versus off-shore;
and try to characterize as fully and completely as possible, in a very broad ~ense,
what will serve as a very good baSIS for
some detailed field collection programs
when we move to specific EIA/EIS programs. We also want to consider and refine
the parameters based on the information
we have now, based on the plans as they
appear now.
It has been pointed out over and over
again in the program that there are so
many different design options to be considered and weighed, and certainly some
are far more positive than others, and we
need to come up with some very basic limits of what the assessments are for, say, the
next ten to twenty years. We suggest that
a lower-level effort be maintained on those
things that may provide for breakthrough
in terms of engineering concepts. We also
want to be sure that we use very standard
techniques-techniques that are reproducible that have the proper accuracy and
pre~ision, that will withsta~? time, and
that will allow us comparability from one
year to the next and from one decade to
the next.
Support facilities need to be addressed
a little further, we think, from the standpoint of safety and health, not only on
60605
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the platform but also on adjacent areas.
Maybe from the standpoint of preparing
a risk-assessment model. That would consider such things as frequency of extreme
weather, population centers, and materi~ls
on board, and wade through, if you Will,
the potential candidates for siting locations. That's pretty much it.
At this point Fred Naef, the chairman,
made the following comment: "At both
the New Orleans and the Miami Beach conference, during these Working Group reports, there was always expressed the concern about the retention of information,
about information transfer, and about the
potential for loss of what we call 'institutional memory' of OTEC, primarily because of the high rate of turnover of personnel and contracts. It's not the first time
we've heard it, and I guess I'm a little surprised we haven't heard it from some of
the earlier working groups. There should
be a definitive design manual of some type
retained and disseminated to everybody
who is working in this particular field. That
recommendation was made at earlier workshops several times."
Response to Need for
An OTEC Design Manual
In response to Naef's comment, Ralph
Williams of the Planning Resource Corporation (PRC) replied that "There is not a
design manual, but a manual of programs
is in preparation right now and should be
finished sometime around October. This
manual will essentially document OTEC
technology, costs, and economics." He
said the manual would be broken down
into sections on all the various sub-systems
and overall concepts as well as programmatic areas, siting, and environmental considerations. "Pretty much the whole program, as much as possible, can be treated
in a four-hundred-to-five-hundred-page
document. "
Furthermore, John Buck of Ori Incorporated commented that NOAA was preparing a design manual which was expected
to be completed in the spring of 1980.
Gordon Dugger of APL then added that

Bill Richards, Chief of DOE's
Ocean Systems Branch
Page 3

BIOFOULING STATEMENT
there was discussion of having a meeting in
the materials that wili probably be needed
BROUGHT CHEERS
conjunction with the conference that would
to make the very large pipe needed for
AT CONFERENCE
address the formation of the manual that
commercial·-size plants.
PRC is assembling, but did not feel there
In summary, as I said a moment ago, we
It shou~ be noted that the sole time see no reason, from our standpoint, why
was ample time to schedule it during the
already-full schedule of meetings at the that spontaneous applause broke out at we can't proceed with the 10/40 now.
conference. Dugger suggested that some- the final plenary session of the Sixth OTEC What is definitely needed is improvement
how Bob Cohen (of DOE) and PRC arrange
Conference in June was when the chairman in the biofouling program to obtain reliable
to have some of the leading people from
of the biofouling workshop announced
on-site data comparing materials, heat exeach of the major contractors get a briefing that his working group did not see bio- changers, and cleaning techniques at one
on how that handbook is going and offer fouling as an impediment to rapid OTEC location. There is opportunity for this in
assistance and suggestions to help make it
deployment. (See the workshop transcripts two areas: specifically the planned seaa good one .
in this issue .)
coast test facility and, more important, the
Dale Sands then added that he "would ...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... possibility of doing needed work on Minilike to draw a time line as to what are the need to prove the reliability of that stateOTEC in the near future. And the reason
design options right now in 1979, and,what ment through a rapid increase in developis a realistic consideration that we might ment [of the project) . Part of this we see
look for in the next ten years, and put that as a strong need for assessing the facility
together" .
or site - and I will go into that a little bit
more in the next section.
BIOFOULlNG,
There was a really great reference to
CORROSION, AND MATERIALS
the
need for a location that will get us
Chairman: Joseph F. Rynewicz
quality data on heat-exchanger design and
We tried to address our work group to materials, all in combination, and cleaning
a series of questions which were supplied techniques, as well as standardization of
to all of the working groups, basically re- testing at the site, whether it be sea, land,
garding values and what the risks are, if any, or a combination thereof-specifically, at
of proceeding to 10/40 MW OTEC systems the test site that is representative of the
OTEC position. We have those locations as
and ultimately toward completion. In fact,
what I'd like to do is to give you our re- planned, certainly in Hawaii and other regions, but part of the concern was that the
sponses to these specific questions .
It was the working group's opinion that work in the past has been, as I said earlier,
not co-ordinated. (We should work here
there are no undue risks, or that it's a very
and you should work there.) This is what
low-risk situation as far as the material sewe mean by, in essence, building little pilot
lection for the heat exchanger, the pumps
Joe Rynewicz, Chairman of the
(including ammonia and seawater pumps), plants that integrate entire systems, so that
Biofouling/Corrosion Working Group
you can evaluate the entire systems from
the platform, and the cold-water pipe. The
technology is here; in fact, many of these the standpoint of materials, cleaning, and we're bringing this up is that we realize the
co rrosion.
components have been in service for many
seacoast test facility isn't going to happen
The next series of questions we were
years very satisfactorily. (applause)
fast enough. Mini":OTEC will offer a base
asked to answer concerned what needs to
In the area of specific importance (that
for getting data in the coming years. With
is, heat-exchanger cleaning), except for, as be done with respect to future commer- that, I close.
cialization of plants? To move into comfar as I know, one dissenting member, the
A question from the floor was then
mercialization, we feel that heat-exchanger
opinion was that, in spite of the very limvoiced by Ken Bell, asking : "How broadly
materials of a lower cost must be "qualiited and in some cases questionable data,
do you interpret the term heat exchangfied "; specifically, something like copperthe heat exchanger cou Id be kept clean to
er?" Rynewicz replied: "I guess we should
nickel or aluminum . These alternatives, at
the standpoint of 0002 or 0003 . I'll dihave answered that earlier. I think I see
least on paper, have distinct economical
verge a little bit on this : We're saying that
what you're saying . I think we distinctly
if you have to combine the chemical and advantages over titanium or aluminum-6 feel that the tube-and-shell approach has
mechanical cleaning techniques, the proc- material. We also feel that we tried to do an undue risk or low-risk situation. I temess could still be economical; and that's what we said a moment ago; improve our per that: I should say that that is the catethe basis for the opinion that it would be data base in cleaning. You've got to come gory of undue risk. The designs that are
up with cleaning at its maximum interval:
acceptable.
being presented more recently - some furWith regard to the series of questions What can you get away with and still have ther talk about innovative designs-are
concerning the mission of the pilot plant, acceptable conditions? And also, how does certainly questionable ."
we see it as one that \/viii verify the design, that cleaning affect tne material performBell further commented : "I think that
ance? Specifically, if we're talking about a
irregardless of whose design it is. It will
satisfies me. I was going to introduce the
low-cost
material
such
as
aluminum
or
verify the design, or a number of designs,
question that you mentioned [concerning)
for the heat exchangers; verify that the copper-nickel, how is this going to stand chemical cleaning, chemical prevention,
up
unde
r
mechanical
or
chemical
cleaning
material selection was sound and that the
that might need to be qualified from the
cleaning techniques will do an effic ient job. cycles?
standpoint of env ironmental acceptability,
Do
we
feel
that
commercial
ization
can
Unless you do the job, you'll never learn.
also. That's why we are saying that we feel
We were next asked : What do you rec- be achieved? Yes . And we addressed the the design and materials should be tested
question - the last remaining question exommend for direction in our particular
in parallel as soon as possible."
area? For a change, there were diverse cept for number four that is applicable to
Bell continued: "This brings me to the
our group-of what changes, again with
opinions; but the general consensus was
next point. I think I would personally be
technical emphasis and program direction
that we need to integrate research in this
in our area, we would recommend. And I happier, if I may speak from [the standarea, and there is engineering concern. That
think I' ve already said that, except for the point of) a broader group, if I saw someneeds to be integrated, and as was said earincumbent commercialization, there are thing in there that indicated that you
lier, more communication and standardizastrong concerns about cold-water pipes. wanted to integrate the engineering organtion is needed. As was also mentioned earization in the heat-exchanger-design area .
Fatigue has been a predominant concern
lier, there is some question about some of
I have to say that, [with respect tol heatof this group-the lack of information for
the date . We feel strongly that there is a
exchanger design, that vital information is
Soiar OCEAN ENERGY liaison Chicago 60605 September 1979
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of interest to me only insofar as it is connected with direct thermal transport measures. Anything else for the immediate application of OTEC I would have to regard,
personally, as of long-term interest from
the standpoint of possibly involving whole
metnods based on either biological or
chemical tricks [and I would have to maintain that the immediate biofouling information is of interest only [insofar) as it
incorporates the thermal resistance as a
direct and immediate measure ."
Rynewicz replied: "I don't think you're
alone in your opinion."
A question directed to Rynewicz was
then voiced by Terry Hughes: "I was intrigued by your proposal of pilot plantssmall pilot-plant tests. Could you elaborate in terms of size and what it consists
of? Just the materials, heat exchangers, or
the entire platform?
Rynewicz replied: "We have two base
materials, that is the aluminum base and
the copper-nickel base, which I mentioned
earlier that a number of people feel distinct confidence in. What is being suggested is that [in the case of] anyone of
the contractor's heat-exchanger designs
that could use these materials, we should
be able to get the design and materials in
the test at the site. And the size? I don't
know if I could answer that. But the size
has to be something that will simulate the
[actual] water-flow conditions that you
would have. If you simply do one tube,
and first tube and shells, it is not representative of what happens in real life.
I don't know whether I can answer your
question. I'm sorry. I can't say that the
tube-and-shell design, for instance, could
be a certain diameter."
ECONOMICS, LEGAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS,
AND COMMERCIALIZATION
Chairman: Donald H. Guild
We had a fairly diverse group in opinion, but we did come up with three recommendations in what I guess you could
call the institutional area. First, that DOE,
MARAD, NOAA, and the OTEC community support the most important Energy Tax
Act and the amendment to provide 20%
supplemental tax credit for OTEC. Second,
that Congress, DOE, MARAD, NOAA, and
the OTEC community recognize the concept that these rich, diverse industries have
effective means for raising capital and loan
guarantees as long as avenues to amendment of the Merchant Marine Tax Act of
1936 are open; and relevant legislation that
is now going through Congress ... specific
legislation regarding OTEC. These are given
in order of priority based on the probable
need of effectivness.
The last specific recommendation we
had was that DOE, in the Fiscal Year 1981
budget, include specific line items for (a)
a 10/100-megawatt floating pilot plant
including transmission cable; (b) a 40/125megawatt OTEC plant ship for grazing; and
(c) fully technical development plansSolar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison

through the Hawaiian Islands I would guess
- including technical plans leading to a
100-to-200-megawatt pilot plant to be
developed around 1988 to 1990. That was
the oosic content of our recommendations.
Don Hurvey, of Brown & Root, asked
Guild: "I would like to know how you
plan to implement your suggestions."
(laughter) Guild replied: "If you ask me
to find the bucks, I'm sorry. I'm broke
today."

Gordon Dugger, Chairman of
the Plenary Session and principal
organizer of the conference
Bob Douglas of TRW asked: "I noticed
that your group made the recommendations of a pilot plant in the Fiscal Year
1980-81 time frame and then the 100-to200-megawatt plant in the late '80s. I
know that we have considered significantly
the interest of the investor community, but
for a lot of us here-the engineer/builder
community-that timing would seem to
imply significant sliding of the effort, if
you follow what I mean . It would be an
intensive effort for the prototype, followed by a long, long period with no activity prior to the initiation of the 100/200
megawatt plant. I wondered if the group
considered that aspect?"
Guild replied : "I think that maybe you
misinterpreted what was on the slide. We
said that included in the Fiscal Year 1980
or 1981 budget shou Id be specific funding
for the first two items, and also that a
dynamic plan [should be provided] so
that you can have them in place in the
1988/1990 period-the third recommendation ."
Douglas then asked if Guild would
amend the recommendations to say one or
more plants, and Guild replied : "I could
not, unilaterally, since it was a group opinion."
Richard Meyer of this publication commented: "The question came up about the
implementation of these recommendations.
I just wanted to comment that I believe
the Ocean Energy Council is one way of
implementing some of the recommendations. I think that is one of its main purposes."
Fred Naef added: "We would encourage all of you here to join the Ocean Energy Council. If you haven't received one
of the little blue pamphlets that are being
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circulated around, please see me or any of
the other people involved ."
Bud Francis of APL then said: "Mine is
more of a comment than a question. I just
got a copy of the twelve-page release that
was put out on the President's message
establishing a new program of emphasis
in solar energy. And, other than the fact
that he did not specifically mention any
solar-energy development programs or any
amounts of money for ocean thermal energy, we'd like to point out that there are
only four lines in the whole twelve pages
that touch on ocean thermal energy, and
they say: 'The oceans are another potential source of solar energy. We will pursue
research and development efforts directed
toward ocean thermal energy conversion
and other concepts such as the use of salinity gradients, waves, and ocean currents.'
I guess my question is: Is there anything
we can do, dammit, to get these people
who staff these papers to remember that
ocean thermal energy is there?"
Guild replied: "I guess that is not a
comment for this working group, Bud."
(laughter) Fred Naef then added: "I guess
the answer is yes. You heard it in Bennett
Miller's presentation at the very beginning
of this conference-that one of the difficulties this technology does have is that of
establishing credibility in the minds of Government policy makers. To the extent that
any of you can insist on and participate in
reaching your appropriate representatives
in both the executive branch and the congressional branch and deliver that message,
it would help overall."

-

Bennett Miller, Program Director for
DOE's Solar, Geothermal, Electric,
and Storage Systems
In addition to eliciting a round of applause for the organizers of the conference,
and "particularly the chairman of the
Steering Committee, Gordon Dugger ",
Fred Naef thanked all the working groups
and working-group chairmen for a "sound,
professional job".
In closing, Naef added : "I think it is
interesting seeing the pattern over the years
of these OTEC conferences, and I can't
help coming away with the feeling that
each year they mature a bit more. We're
developing a sound base; it's beginning to
look better; and I think the proceedings
this time will reflect that."
~
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THREE COST-SHARING PROPOSALS
FOR OTEC PI LOT PLANTS UNDER
CONSIDERATION BY DOE
(continued from Page 1)
But of greatest significance is the fact
that recently private interests, backed by
their willingness to provide funding, are
showing their confidence in OTEC potential by submitting cost-sharing proposals
to the US Department of Energy toward
the construction of a pilot plant.
Groups from Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and
the fertilizer industry have all offered to
share the costs of such a project. The most
recent proposal, that of Hawaii, was presented only last week (on September 27th)
with the result that a detailed outline of
the three cost-sharing offers must wait
till our next issue for further expansion.
Studds Sees OTEC's Potential

Above and below: typical exhibits at the
Sixth OTEC Conference held in Washington in June

However it is obvious that there are
many willing to "put their money where
their mouths are". Congressman Gerry E.
Studds, Chairman of the Subcommittee
on Oceanography, said it all in his opening
statement on the second day of OTEC testimony (September 21 st): "It is most encouraging that these private investors seem
to believe that OTEC is a risk worth taking.
Let us hope that DOE is not so locked into
its traditional tunnelvision -which encompasses mainly nuclear and coal energythat it will ignore clean, renewable oceanenergy sources simply because they are not
as yet fully developed."

SIXTH OTEC CONFERENCE
ATTENDANCE HIGHER THAN
FIRST INDICATED

(continued from Page 1)
a utility grid or at the point of electrical-power usage for the production
of energy-intensive products such as
ammonia, hydrogen, and aluminum.

Another open meeting of the Council
is tentatively scheduled for late October
or early November. If you would like to
be advised when the date is set, write to
the Ocean Energy Council, Box 57198,
Washington DC 20037, or write or telephone this newsletter.
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FIRMS INVESTIGATE
MINERAL WEALTH FROM
OTEC PLANTS
Several representatives of firms attending the Sixth OTEC Conference in June
were present to audit OTEC implementation as a potential source of the extraction
of minerals from seawater, due to the tremendous flow of ocean water in proposed
OTEC power plants.
Moreover, deep-sea-mining firms are
known to be considering floating plants,
powered by OTEC, to process manganese
nodules brought up from the sea floor.

On reviewing the attendance list of the
sixth OTEC conference held in Washington
in June, we noted the absence of the names
of many individuals who were present but
not listed.
Many of the people who manned the
exhibits, for instance, did not formally register, but were issued "exhibitor" badges.
There were almost twenty exhibits, mostly
manned by several people, plus numerous
attendees present the day the exhibits were
open to the public. Also, this writer renewed the acquaintance of one man from
Israel and another from Taiwan whom he
had met at the earlier Miami meeting, but
whose names do not appear on the attendance list. Undoubtedly, there were others.
Our guess is that the actual attendance
was probably around six hundred.
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OTEC FOR GUAM?
HERE WE GO AGAIN!

"THE WORD" ON OTEC IS
GETTING OUT THERE .. -:
SLOWLY, BUT SURELY
As DOE's Bennett Miller said at the
Sixth OTEC Conference, one of the principal factors holding back development of
OTEC is simply that not many outside of
the field itself are aware of its existence,
or, obviously, its potential.
However in recent months more and
more of "the word" on OTEC has been
and is continuing to be "put out there",
as outlined below.
Both the solar-energy and the oceanindustry press are publishing articles on
OTEC's development regularly in publications dealing with their respective overall
fields.
Bryn Beorse Spreads the Word
Bryn Beorse has been asked back twice
by Arlene Francis of Station WOR in New
York City for her popular talk show. The
transcript of Bryn's August 14th appearance is lively, informative, and simply delightful.
The fall issue of The CoEvolution Quarterly includes an article on OTEC, as does
the July/August issue of the Humanistboth also by Bryn.
In response to letters mailed by SOEL
immediately following the start-upof MiniOTEC, Life, National Geographic, and others have said they are seriously considering
major articles on OTEC in the near future.
The Wall Street Journal and The New
York Times are among the major newspapers that frequently include articles on the
progress of OTEC.
In 1980 TRW will focus attention on
their work with OTEC in general and
OTEC-1 in particular in their television
and print-media institutional advertising.
WESTINGHOUSE WINS
$2.3 MILLION CONTRACT

,.

A $2.3-million contract to build a
test-size OTEC heat exchanger for the
second phase of DOE's Ocean Thermal
Energy Conversion program has been
awarded by the Department of Energy
to the Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
A 130-kilowatt shell-and-tube evaporator
and condenser system will be built by the
company and installed aboard the OTEC-1
test platform now being built at Newport
Beach, California.
The system will be tested for use in a
10,000-kilowatt OTEC plant conceptualized by Westinghouse under a previous
$2.9-million contract with DOE, and in
a scaled-up 50,000-kilowatt commercial
version of this plant. The company's steam
turbine-generator technical-operations division at Lester, Pennsylvania will provide
design and technical guidance. Fabrication
of the components will be subcontracted
to Process Engineering Incorporated of
Plaistow, New Hampshire.
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Despite the on-again, off-again stories
that have appeared in the press in the last
18 months regarding an OTEC plant in
Guam, the project apparently is still alive.
As recently as May (see the May issue of
TOL) the Tokyo Electric Power Company
advised us that plans for an OTEC plant
in Guam were "suspended due to unsuitable weather conditions".
But recently the Los Angeles office of
Dames & Moore announced that, as a part
of an environmental-impact assessment for
the territory's Bureau of Planning, the effects of a 10-megawatt onshore as well as
a 100-megawatt offshore OTEC facility
are to be studied. Economic and social
impacts also will be included.

US GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT INVITATIONS
AND CONTRACT AWARDS
Listed below are contract awards and
procurement invitations related to OTEC
in particular and ocean resources in general
culled from the Commerce Business Daily.
This is not to be construed, however, as a
complete list.

• Aug 17: Planning and Analysis to Support International Commercialization of
Solar Applications: Negotiations are being
conducted with Energy Systems International, McLean VA 22102 for Solicitation
EM -78-C-Ol- 4250. Document Control
Specialist, (202) 376- 9290.
Aug 17: Conference on the SocioInstitutional Implications of Developing
Energy Sources: Negotiations are being
conducted with the National Consumer
...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Research Institute, Washington DC 20034
HEY, FOLKS! LET'S GET TOGETHER
for Solicitation DE-AC-01-79-ET-60048.
ON OUR OTEC SPECIFICATIONS!
Document Control Specialist, (202) 3769290.
In reviewing our August issue, it was
Aug 20: Preparation of Joint US-Mexnoted that there is quite a range of views ican Electricity Exchanges Study: Negoas to what the projected power output of tiations are being conducted with Ransom
proposed OTEC plants would be.
and Casazza Inc., Washington DC 20036
In the press release on Mini-OTEC, put for Solicitation DE-A-01-79-IA-l0038.
together by Lockheed and the State of Document Control Specialist, (202) 376Hawaii, Governor Ariyoshi said projected 9290.
OTEC plants would provide power for
Aug 21: The Effects of Environmental
100,000 people, while Lockheed's Roger Stresses on the Species Composition of
Fuller (in the same press release) cited a Phytoplankton Populations: Contract EYfigure of 200,000. But, they didn't specify 76-S-02- 2532. A004, $100,000, awarded
what size power plants they were respec- to Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
tively referring to.
Woods Hole MA 02543 . US Department of
In the article on Holland's HBG, how- Energy, 9800 South Cass Avenue, Argonne
ever, a 400 -megawatt plant was projected I L 60439.
to provide power for 250,000 persons, • Aug 22: Research and Development
while The Wall Street Journal quoted Ha- Capabilities in Environmental Assessment
waii's Lloyd Jones as saying that the same As It Relates to Energy Technologies:
size plant would provide power for only Firms are invited to submit complete in100,000!
formation. Information furnished should
Those are pretty big variations! While include the total number of employees and
the variety of figures could be due simply professional qualifications of scientists, ento differing estimates of individual power gineers, and technical personnel; a descripconsumption, some co-ordination on such tion of general and special facilities; an
figures would go a long way toward estab- outline of previous projects; and other
lishing the credibility of OTEC's potential available descriptive literature . This is not
as an energy source.
a request for proposal. Responses should
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..1 be received no later than one month following the date of this publication. The
research and development functions to be
LIGHTWEIGHT COLD-WATER PIPE
performed fall into three categories: (1)
SLATED FOR CONSTRUCTION
strategic environmental assessment system
(SEAS) model methodology enhancement
A fiberglass-reinforced plastic (FRP) recommendations, design, and development
cold-water pipe for OTEC use is scheduled programming; (2) seas scenario definition,
for construction and deployment in 1980. data acquisition, model loading, and operBecause of its light weight, the pipe should ations; and (3) seas output analysis and rebe cheaper and less risky to deploy than port preparation. Research and developthe steel pipes produced to date. Construc- ment encompass national environmental
tion of the 1O-to -12 _ foot- diameter pipe safety and health impact assessments; inter(half scale for an OTEC pilot plant) will technology, interregional, intermedia assessverify data from DOE cold-water-pipe ment and trade-off studies; environmental
computer models. DOE will fund the risk, uncertainty, and economic analysis;
project in co-operation with the National environmental assessments of specific naOceanographic and Atmospheric Admin- tional policies and proposals; and environistration (NOAA).
mental impact statements (EIS) for policy
and legislative initiatives. Research and
development skills include economics, ecol-
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ogy, health and safety, energy technology
residuals, computer model methodology,
and data manipulation. The seas model is
composed of approximately 60 programs
and 275 data files, utilizing 3,000 tracks.
Each scenario requires approximately two
hours of CPU time, 4,000 lines of JCL, and
250 JOB steps. Response date: 30 days
after publication. US Department of Energy, Attn Mr. Nelson C. Marsh, EV-23,
E-201-GTN, Washington DC 20545.
Aug 27: Continued Research on Reconciliation of Inconsistent Judgments in Decision Processes: Negotiations are to be
conducted with Decision Science Consortium Inc., 11484 Washington Plaza W.,
Reston VA 22090.
Aug 27: Preparation of Guide to Energy Technology Programs: Negotiations
are being conducted with the OAO Corporation, Beltsville MD 20705, for Solicitation DE-AC-01-79- ET -21072. Document Control Specialist, (202) 376-9290.
• Aug 28: International Solar Energy
Commercialization Study: Negotiations are
being conducted with Systems Consultants
Inc., 1054 31st St. NW, Washington DC
20007 for Solicitation DE-AC-01-79-CS
-30028, Modification M002. Document
Control Specialist, (202) 376- 9290.
Aug 28: Guide to Energy Technology
Programs: Negotiations are being conducted
with PRA Research Inc., East Meadow NY
11554. See Solicitation DE-AC-01-79ET - 20614. Document Control Specialist,
(202) 376- 9290.
Aug 30: Research on Performance Behavior of Large Desalting Plants: The Department of the Interior is negotiating with
Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge MA. US
Department of the Interior, Office of Water
Research and Technology, Contracts and
Grants Center, 18th and C Sts. NW, Washington DC 20240.
Sep 5: Study of US Capabilities for Persian Gulf Contingencies: Negotiations are
being conducted with Systems Research
and Applications Corp., 2425 Wilson Blvd.,
Arlington VA 22201, on a sole-source basis. Defense Supply Service - Washington,
Room 10245, The Pentagon, Washington
DC 20310.
• Sep 7: Workshop on BiofoulingControl:
Negotiations are to be conducted with the
American Institute of Biological Sciences,
1401 Wilson Blvd ., Arlington VA 22209.
• Sep 7: Research on Energy Recovery
from Reject Brine of Reverse Osmosis Systems: The Department of the Interior is
negotiating with Bechtel National Inc., San
Francisco CA. US Department of the Interior, Office of Water Research and Technology, Contracts and Grants Center, 18th
and C Sts. NW, Washington DC 20240.
Sep 7 : SI LIM to Support the Annual
Thermal Energy Storage nES) Program
Review Meeting to Be Held December 4th
and 5th, 1979 at a site in Washington DC:
IFB3-161673B will be opened on or about
21 Sep 79. Copies of the IFB may be obtained by writing Mail Stop 500- 305 or
calling (216) 433-4000, Extension 238.
NASA, Lewis Research Center, Cleveland
OH 44135.
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• Sep 11: Conduct a Test Program for • Sep 19: Study of Enhanced Heat Transthe Design and Analysis of the 10/40MW fer: Contract EY-76-S-02-2641.A006,
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) for $135,000, awarded to Carnegie-Mellon
Pilot Plant Cold-Water Pipe (CWP): Effort University, 5000 Forbes Avenue , Pittsto bit. performed includes (1) potential burgh, Pennsylvania 15213.
CWP materials properties tests; (2) Model
Sep 21: Turbulent Boundary Layer
Scale CWP towing and deployment tests; Heat Transfer in High-Speed Flows: An
(3) Model Basin PlatformlCWP system unsolicited proposal. Negotiations are to
structural response tests; (4) CWP Vortex be conducted with Phys.ical Sciences InShedding response and suppression tests. corporated, 30 Commerce Way, Woburn,
The estimated level of effort is approxi- Massachusetts 01801.
mately 16 person years of professional
Sep 24: Bibliographic Searches on Techeffort . Estimated planned solicitation issue nical Subjects Related to Energy Research
date 28 Sep 79. Closing date 13 Nov 79. and Development: Sole Source SolicitaSolicitation NDA-80-SAC-00622 GR. US tion Contract DE-AE-01-79-AD-l0626,
Department of Commerce, Procurement for $40,000, awarded to Systems DevelResearch Branch, Washington DC 20230. opment Corporation, Santa Monica, CaliSep 11: Engineering Design and Devel- fornia 90606. Department of Energy, Ofopment of Subsystems for the Ocean Sur- fice of Procurement Operations, Washingveillance Information System: Negotiations ton DC 20585.
will be conducted with CTEC Inc., Falls
Sep 25: Outer Continental Shelf EnChurch VA. RFP N00039-79-R-0373(S). vironmental Assessment Program: NOAA
Sep 12: Continued Research on Struc- advises that the FY 80 Draft Technical
tural Analysis of Submerged and Floating Development Plan (TOP) is now available
Structures: Negotiations are to be con- on request from the OCSEAP Editor. The
ducted with Weidlinger Associates, 110 information contained in the TOP is for
East 59th Street, New York, New York preliminary planning purposes only, and
10022.
NOAA does not guarantee to procure, in
S~ 13: N~o~1 EM~yA~ Im~~
whole or in part, the services described
mentation Conferences: Negotiations are therein. The TOP does not include combeing conducted with the Solar Energy plete information for an RFP. This must
Industries Association, 1001 Connecticut be obtained through the regular procureAvenue Northwest, Washington DC 20036. ment process. NOAA, Outer Continental
Solicitation DE-AC-01-79-CS-30293.
Shelf Environmental Assessment Program,
Sep 13: International Solar Energy Attention OCSEAPEditor, Rx4, Boulder,
Commercialization Study: Negotiations are Colorado 80303.
being conducted with Systems Consultants
Sep 25: Study of the Continental Shelf
Incorporated, 1054 31 st Street Northwest, Processes Affecting the Oceanography of
Washington DC 20007. Solicitation DE- the South Atlantic Bight: Contract DEAC-01-79-CS-30028 .002.
AS-09-76-EV-00889 (modification of
• Sep 13: Investigation of Surface Water existing contract), for $126,000, awarded
PC02 in the Equatorial Pacific Ocean: to Skidaway Institute of Oceanography,
Contract DE-AC-02-79-EV-l0229.AOOO, Savannah, Georgia 31406.
for $60,184, awarded to Columbia UniverSep 26: Additional Hawaiian Oceanosity, Box 20, Low Memorial Library, New graphic Geophysical Studies: Contract NYork, New York 10027. US Department 00014-75-C-0209, 3 Aug 79 (no RFP),
of Energy, Chicago Operations and Re- for $174,225, awarded to the University
gional Office, 9800 South Cass Avenue, of Hawaii, 2444 Dole Street, Honolulu,
Argonne, Illinois 60439.
Hawaii 96822.
Sep 17: Open- End Contract for EnviSep 26: Preparation of Guide to Energy
ronmental Studies in Hawaii, Guam, Amer- Technology Programs: Contract DE- ACican Samoa, the Trust Territory of the Pa- 01-79-ET-21072 (no RFP), for $84,171,
cific Islands, and the Commonwealth of awarded to the OAO Corporation (8A),
the Northern Mariana Islands: Contract Bethesda, Maryland 20705.
DA-CW-84-79-C-0024, 17 Aug 79, for
• Sep 28: Research on the Development
$250,000, awarded to Sea Engineering and Commercial Exploitation of Tidal EnServices Incorporated/R. M. Towill Cor- ergy: Contract DE-AC-02-79-ER-l0469.
poration (S), PO Box 25801, Honolulu, AOOO, for $130,560, awarded to NorthHawaii 96825. US Army Engineering Di- eastern University, 360 Huntington Avevision, Pacific Ocean, Building 230, Fort nue, Boston, Massa'c husetts 02115.
Shafter, Hawaii 96858.
• Sep 19: Merging Satellite and Conventional Oceanographic Data: Contract N00014-75-C-0152, 28 Aug 79 (no RFP),
for $156,897, awarded to the Regents of
the University of California, Contract and
Grant Administration, SIO, A-Ol0, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla,
California 92093.
Sep 19: Direct Contact Liquid- Liquid
Heat Exchanger (DCLLHEX): Contract
EY-76-S-02-2867 .A008, for $93,000,
awarded to Colorado State Un iversity, Fort
Collins, Colorado 80523.
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